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\• Abstract

A number of airborne electronic devices were daveloped and used

during World War II for control of blind bombing and for precise navi-

gation. Many of these devices have been tested for application to

problems in surveying and mapping. The results of these tests, par-

tioularly with reference to Shoran are so promising that available

equip•ent should be placed in operational use at once and no tiUe

should be lost in further developtent of instrments specifically for

survey purposes.
"N
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1. IMTRODUOTION

If past experience is a guide, no invention that is destined to

have a profound effect on the economic life of a nation is brought

forth fully developed. The radio, the airplane, and the automobile

required years of gradual development before they were entirely

practical. The same is true of radar and the host of radar-like de-

vices designed to measure distances or to determine relative positions

on the earth's surface. Contrary to the impression given in a flood

of technical and lay articles that have appeared in newspapers and

magazines, often by very reputable authors, in fact these devices are

today still in the early development stage and are subject to serious

and uncontrollable errors.

1.1 Electronic Survey Equipment.

If Shoran can be developed to incorporate sufficient accuracy for

geodetic control surveys it will revolutionize certain phases of sur-

veying as we know it today. It will enable the surveyor to do what he

cannot do by optical instrumental means. It will. make possible dis-

tance measurements between continents and it should reduce the cost

and time of some field operations to a fraction of what they are to-

day. Accurate maps and charts are important for a multitude of

economic and commercial purposes, but are essential to successful mil-

itary operations and are therefore a necessity in planning national

EiSTRICTO
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defense. Electronic survey equipment today affords the only practi-

cable means of mapping extensive enemy territory.

1.2 Uses of Electronic Devices for Cartogr'yhy.

Electronic devices will find many applications in the field of

cartography. They are now being used either operationally or experi-

mentally in fields such as geodetic surveying, positioning of aerial

photography, hydrographic surveying, deteraination of aircraft flying

heights, and small area ground surveying.

1.3 Uses-of Electronics in the Field of Geodesy.

One of the more Important uses of electronics in this age of

global warfare will be in the field of geodesy. Geodstic control is

the frame'brk of a map and can be compared with the foundation and

steel freae of a large building. After the building is finished the

frome is hidden frM view; and similarly with a finished map or chart,

the geodetic frame is not apparent, althou& for extensive map cover-

aee it may be the most important feature. This geodetic framework

determines the scale of the map, and its accuracy, orientation, and

placeamt on the earth's surface. In other words, if two maps are on

the same geographic datum they are correotly referenced to each other.

If they are not on the same datum the maps cannot be fitted together

to form a unified area coverage across the boundaries of countries

and oontinents, and the maps do not meet the requirements for modern.

Mili'tary purposes such as guided missiles, strategic boablng 'an

pecoie UnSvi~stion.

-2-
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2. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEKS

The electronic devices that have possibilities of application to

cartographic problems generally resulted from developments for spe-

cific purposes during World War II such as blind bombing and precise

navigation. These devices were all designed to accomplish one of

two objectives - namely either to determine an observer's position

with reference to two or more fixed points, or to measure the dis-

tance from the observer to one or more fixed points.

Electronic systems can be classified in several ways:

(1) whether they are of the pulse or phase-matching type

(2) by the frequencies used

(3) whether they are circular or hyperbolic; in the circular

systems distances are measured directly, but in hyperbolic

systems lines of position are obtained.

All systems mentioned in this study are of the pulse type, except

Decca which is of the phase-matching type and Consol which is a

directional system.

The systems considered herein are arranged below by their approx-

imate operating frequencies:

Decca 80 - 150 kilocycles

Consol 260 - 500 kilocycles

Loran about -1900 k.looyola

Goo 20 - 80 megacycles
G-w
Shoran 250 - 300 ,egacyoles

Oboe about •300 megacycles

RESTRICTED
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In this paper the hyperbolic-versus-circular classification has

been - Loran, Gee, and Decca being hyperbolic, and Shoran, G-H, and

Oboe being circular. Consol is in a class by itself inasmuch as by

means of it azimuths or true directions are measured with reference

to the position of the station.

2.1 Hyperbolic Systems.

The principal advantage of a hyperbolic system is that the ob-

server requires very little equipment to determine his position. A

simple lightweight radio receiver with a built-in device to measure

time or phase differences electronically is all that is necessary.

This equipment need uot weigh over a hundred pounds. The disad-

vantages are that the installation at the fixed ground stations is

somewhat elaborate and that the observer requires specially prepared

charts or tables. The charts or tables have to be computed, drawn,

and published in advance for each particular pair of ground stations.

2.1.1 Loran: Loran is a ship or air long-range navigation system,

designed during the war by the Radiation Laboratory at Massachusetts

Institute of. Technology, Boston, Massachusetts. It is in operation

today by the U.S. Coast Guard, providing coverage for the North

Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. The necessary charts are provided

by the Hydrographic Office of the Navy and the Coast and Geodetic

Survey of the Commerce Department. Loran ground stations are estab-

lished at known geographio positions; they operate in pairs, generally

RESTRICTED
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called master and slave. The two stations radiate pulses of energ

with a fixed-time delay between master and slave. The time differ-

once in arrival of these pulses at the observer's receiver determines

a line of position which can be readily plotted on the special Loran

chart. Readings from two pairs of stations determine a fix.

Standard Loran employs a frequency of about 1900 kilocycles per

second. The ange over water is about 700 miles in daytime and 1,400

miles at night. Over land the groundwave range is very poor, being

only about 200 miles over rough terrain.

The accuracy of Loran is undefinable, inasmuch as it depends on

the observer's position with reference to the ground stations, whether

the wave path is over land or water, and on the time of day. In the

daytime, distances may be expected to contain errors of about one half

per cent of the range, with somewhat larger errors indicated for night

reception. This order of accuracy limits the use of the system to

navigation or to control for field operations where only approximate

positions are required.

2.1.2 ge.: The Gee system wayn developed in England primarily

for air operations, but it was also found very useful as a navigation

aid for ships taking part in the invasion of Europe.

Gee is identioal with Loran in prinoiple, but the transmitting

sttions are sited closer to*pthsr and the tansmitters employ higher

frequencies, with a XrsUating deoresae in efatlyve * ng. The so-

oumWo of Gee Is slau4w to birnD bsIM about an bW) jar cent or
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the range for average conditions.

2.1.3 Dacca: In systems such as Ioran and Gee the ground stations

transmit a series of pulses of energy, and the observation made at the

receiving position is a direct measurement of time differences. In the

Decca system however, the transmitted signals are locked together in

phase and the measurements at the receiving position are made in terms

of wave length and fractions of wave lengths. Decca usually empioys

three ground stations, one master and two slaves. The frequency of

the slaves is related to that of the master station in a simple ratio

such as 0:3 or 3:2. The user, by means of a multi-channel receiver,

measures the phase difference at the lowest comon multiple frequency or

comparison frequency of each pair. This phase difference translated

into a distance difference determines a Decca line of position. A

fix is determined from two or more lines of position.

Decca utilizes the frequency band of 80 to 150 kilocycles and

has a practical range limit of about 300 miles. The accuracy near the

base line between stations is of the order of ten meters but the prob-

able accuracy decreases as the distance increases and as the relative

position of the observer changes with reference to the stations. An

avers•e accuracy ccmonly mentioned for a Decca position is about 140

meterd.

One presen disadvantas of Decca is the difficulty of "lane"

idestlfostiop.t. M ti =*ew starts at a known position, Decoa will
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continuously indicate his changing position; but Deoca will not in-

dicate the position of any otherwise unknown location. Experiments

are in progress to provide some sort of "lane" identification. And,

as for Loran, special overprinted "lattice" charts are necessary.

2.2 langina Systems.

In this category are classificd the electronic devices which

measure directly the distances between the aircraft and ground station.

These aro the only systems that have been seriously considered for

geodetic control purposes. The disadvantages of these systems are

that more elaborate equipment has to be carried in the aircraft and

that the higher frequencies which must be employed to obtain the

necessary accuracy confine the method closely to line-of-sight dis-

tances. The a4vantages are simplicity and flexibility in that no

precomputed charts or tables are required in order to determine a

position. The ground stations are also. portable in the strict sense

of the word.

2.2.1 Sho : Shoran was developed during World War II by the

Radio Corporation of America for use in strategic bombing. It was

suooessfull used for blind bombing in the European Theatre. Eu-

sential&y the system operates as folldve: A pulse of energ is trans-

uitted frcu the aircraft to a ground station. This ground station

receivesp amplifies, ana ztraosaits the pulse to the alroraft bon,.

* t*,~e t*.is osoun In aof-sonn by m6u0t

A _0
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in statute miles with provision for automatically subtracting the

instrumental delays. One operator in the plane can match pulses to

two ground stations simultaneously, thus fixing the plans's position,

with respect to the ground stations. The plane's position may be

determined continuously or as often as desired. The operating fre-

quency is in the neighborhood of 250 to 300 megacycles. Inasmuch as

the path of the radio waves is essentially optical, the maximum

practical range from airoraft to ground station is about 300 miles.

The maximum practical geodetic distances that can be measured is,

therefore, about 600 miles. A proposed technique of employing air-

borne relay equipment in geodetic operations, however, may extend

considerably the measurement of distances from aircraft to ground.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey is currently using this system success-

fully to determine positions of a survey vessel in offshore hydro-

graphic surveys to distances of 60 or 70 miles. Commercial aerial

mapping companies are also using a very similar procedure for posi-

tioning air photographs at the time of exposure and for control of

magnetic surveys. The accuracy of Shoran line measurements may be

considered at present to be approximately, plus or minus, 50 feet on

lines up to 280 miles in length. The probable error of positioning

aerial photography for mapping and oharting with ourrent Shoran equip-

uat In L feet.

2.2.2. g.: G-H In Ue British oovatekpart of moran, and vex

6"eOupe ok~alnul for the sam Purpose. Its Opentional techniq~ues

-8
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are the same as Shoran and subject to the same errors and limiting

factors. The principal differences are the operating frequency and

in the method of determining the distances, which are read in the

form of "G" units and subsequently converted into any standard unit

of measurement desired.

2.2.3 Oboe: Oboe is similar to G-H except that control is

reversed. The transmitting and recording equipment is at the ground

station and the transponder station is in the aircraft. This system

permits of greater theoretical accuracy in reading the ranges because

of the use of a higher frequency, heavier equipment and better facil-

ities that can be set up at a ground station. The operational diffi-

culties, however, outweigh any possible gain in accuracy.

2.3 Directional Systems.

The measurement by electronic means of true directions or azimuths

on the earth's surface has been studied and experimented with for many

years. Except for standard ship navigation devices, however, most

proposals have not gone beyond the paper stage and even theoretical

claims hold forth little hope that directional systems will have

sufficient accuracy for geodetic work in the foreseeable future.

2.3.1 .g.o.: Consol is a German-developed directional navi-
i.

Sation system, originally called SONM. GeOmaa equipent captured by

the Allies Is vw in operation at OtavenW, Norway, and at IaZ and

wtl.,stpam $n aftltou to 4 st~tafti ire*Ml47 "ebUM~he by the

1,-

N-5
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These grcund stations, or beacons, transmit dot-and-dash signals

continuously and the observer determines his position with reference

to two or more beacons by counting these signals during a cycle of

transmission and referring to a special chart overprinted with Consol

grid lines. The power output of a beacon is about 1.5 kilowatts at a

frequency of 260 to 500 kilocycles per second, giving an effective

range of 1,500 miles over land under favorable conditions. The only

receiving equipment needed is an ordinary communications receiver,

and a Direction Finder loop. The accuracy of a-bearing depends on

the observer's position with reference to the beacons and varies from

0.20 to as much as 30 near the edge of coverage.

Consol is probably the best of the electronic direction systems,

but it still falls far short of the requirements for geodetic survey

purposes. The system may have future application to navigation and to

control surveys where accuracy is not a prime requirement, as in

oceanography or magnetic surveys.

3. APPLICATION TO CAMARAPIC PROBLEMS

The measurement of accurate distances in surveying is so funda-

mental that if electronic devices can be utilized for this purpose

it will affect all phases of field work. To discuss all these phases

is beyond the Intended scope of this study, so four of the main carto-

graphic problem. have been selected for a closer examination to see

what airborne electronIos xibt accomplish vben applied to the more

-20-
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important and fundamental operations.

3.1 Georaphio Datum.

The geographic datum, also oalled. horizontal or geodetic datum,

of a map consists of the adopted position in coordinates of latitude

and longitude of an initial point, to which the mapped features of

a vast region are referred, the azimuth of a line from this point,

and the identity of the terrestrial spheroid used. In modern mapping

all latitudes are reckoned north or south of the equator and longi-

tudes out or vest of Greenwich Meridian. As it is obviously Impossible

for a surveyor to measure actual distances on the earth from the

equator and from Greenwich to the site of his survey, he has to

determine the position of a "point of origin" by astronomic observa-

tions. This would seem to be a simple matter, inasmuch as the posi-

tions of astronomic bodies are known vith a relatively high depre of

accuraoy. Actually, however, the problem of determining accurate

geodetic positions by astronomic observations has so far defied

solution because of the unpredictable deflection of the vertical caused

by the irregulArity and variable density of the earth's crust. In

the lieht of present knowledge it can be categorically stated that

it is •mpousibla to determne a true geodetic position by astronomic

observations, or by any other independent neans.

lrm the above statmmit it can be seen that all ucooun ted.

poqbptio "atans Sae In error vith rference to one motbr by va-

Ing snoAe. This condition Is, of course, only a minor, InouvgiLaoe

- 1
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to one whose interest is limited to local mapping, but to the military

cartographer, who must deal with global map coverage, the problem be-

comes very serious, and the solution he adopts is an empirical one

and may incorporate errors in the maps which endanger the user. This

is especially true of maps on different unconnected datums on which

is superimposed a military grid.

This question of datum is also particularly acute with respect

to all oceanic islands invisible from the mainland. All these islans

are now positione& on the earth's surface from astronomic observations,

and they are, therefore, not accurately referenced to the nearest

mainland nor to one another. The obvious implication of this in

connection with directed and guided missiles, used in modern warfare,

is that neither bearings nor target distances can be pre-computed

with sufficient accuracy; computed distances may be in error by as

much as a half mile. Neutical charts compiled from unconnected datums

are at best confusing and misleading but the inaccuracies in them

may even lead to disastrous results in certain types of naval opera-

tione.

Airborne electronic ranging, because of Its great range, giv.s

prodie• of being able to solve this datum problem if sufficient

acouracy can be obtained. The present usable ranp of 600 miles,

without rseat stations, may pemlt inter-oonnict ioin between the large

wavepA me" of the earth to link thae to~ on a eaton datm.

-12-e
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A few island groups are beyond the 600-mile range, but eve- theas may

be reached by utilizing ships or aircraft as relay stations, if this

method is as practicable as some preliminary experiments indicate.

With datum difficulties eliminated global mapping and charting will

become practical.

3.2 Geodetic Map Control.

To map an area some kind of control must first be established

throughout the area; this basic control is generally a network of

triangulation stations. Triangulation consists essentially in ob-

serving the angles at each end of a known base to a now station and

then computing by trigonometry the distances and azimuths to the now

station thereby determining its position. The establishment of con-

trol by triangulation is difficult and expensive and, from the military

standpoint, is the slowest of all survey operations. Triangulation

depends on the intervisibility of stations and Is thus subject to the

va&%ries of the weather and the distance limitations imp6sed by the

earth's curvature and man's vision. In areas of heavi jungle, ex-

tensive swaups, and Arctic vastes, triangulation is a serious bottle-

neck in ground survey operations.

Airborne electronic equipment can be used in establishing control

by isnes" the distances between stations instead of the anales, MA

taem Ge"unIng Pogrsmhe positIons. Inamwh as airborn el*S-

am 0r4 Of,.trVf""A 90 4tnSU
r. 4i syete s' tonaft Of to a=, uess than op t itwr

aw* hiftc~t ensi *cU b ma eat~y ~aen& wl wei
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stations would be required. Also electronic survey systems are not

dependent on visibility. In this sense they operate independently

of the weather, daylight or darkness. They promise to reduce the

con.rol bottleneck in surveying, with a consequent saving in time

vhirAh may be an all important element in military operations.

3.3 Air Photo Control.

There are several common instrumental methods of obtaining topo-

graphic detail, but from the standpoint of modern military mapping

aerial photography is the only method worth serious consideration. An

aerial photograph itself is not a map, because such photographs are

subject to various distortions and errors. Present practice in

topographic surveying requires that ground survey parties establish

by instrumental methods the positions of a large number of identifiable

photo control points, with reference to the basic triangulation con-

trol. If the country being mapped contains areas of thick jungle,

swamps, or ice fields, and is therefore difficult of access for ground

parties, or if the area has persistently poor visibility due to fog

or rain, then the control problem is very time consuming, difficult

and expensive. Even where the area is favorable for ground survey

parties, the establishment of this control is still a bottleneck.

This statement can be readily appreciated if one stops to realize that

more than a thousand square miles can be photographed for mapping in

one favorable dar froam one airplane. Evon a small army of men on the
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ground could not keep up with such progress.

Experiments in the United States an& England have definitely

indicated the practicability of controlling aerial photographs by

airborne electronic methods and thus relegatng the establishment of

control from a major to a minor problem of the topographer. This

can be done by positioning the aerial camera every time the shutter

is operated and, after some mathematical computation, arriving at

the latitud., and longitude of the optical center, or principal

point, of each individual photograph. If the elevation is also known

and if the camera were held vertically at each exposure by eans'of

a stabilized. mount, such photographs would be usable for military

mapping without further grpund control. By this method it would be

possible to map up to 40,000 square miles of land area in advance of

ground control or triangulation without one person setting foot on

the area and possibly without the native population even realizing

that the country was being mapped. Further advantage is gained by

the fact that the Shoran equipment can bk simultaneously used for

flight line navigation and thus assure gapless photographic coverage

at the first attempt.

The military advantftes of this type of operations are so obvious

as to require no futher elaboration. From an economic standpoint it

Us been entimated that If this mwthod. yere sufficiently perfeoted it

vaU, reio. te •oset sad time of fieA wvok to a m*re f•ration of

•'-a,.

I ,'. . "
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3.4 Size and Shape of the Earth.

Airborne electronic devices such as Shoran have been prominently

mentioned as a means which could be used to make geodetic connections

between the continents and thus obtain data from which now and possibly

more accurate values of the size and shape of the eai~h could be

computed. This operation would require an instrument of high precision.

The International Ellipsoid of reference was adopted as the

figure of the earth at the Congress of the International Union of

Geodesy and Geophysics held at Madrid in October 1924. Practioally

all the leading nations have officially approved the International

Ellipsoid as a standard of reference but only a few of the leading

cartographic nations are actually using it as a basis for mapping and

charting. The triangulation of Western Europe is now being readjusted

on the International Ellipsoid and it is likely that future mapping

and charting in this area will be based thereon.

Global mapping is of recent interest, brought about by increased

speeds of aircraft and the requirements of new military weaponh such

as guide. missiles. Up to now, each nation has been principally con-

corned with mapping within its own borders and many of the nations use

their own individual values for the size and shape of the earth as a

geodetio basis for their maps. For example, Russia has recently com-

puted a new triarial figure for the site anmd shape of the oeath, based

on their own transoontinental triangulation and on the North Anerioan

TriaOz•Ation. The bus lansl tA, in their report on this triazial

-16"
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figure that it will not be used. in Russia but in the basis for their

new biaxial ellipsoid, which will supersede the Bessel Spheroid in

Russia. The difference between this now Russian ellipsoid and the

International Ellipsoid mya amount to as much as 550 feet in a

geodetic line 5,000 miles in length.

While it is considered that the computed size and shape of the

earth, as represented by the International Ellipsoid is adequate for

practical cartographic purposes, military agencies believe that the

dimensions of this spheroid are .not adequate for their foreseeable

needs where it will be necessary to compute azimuthe awd distances

between distant points on the earth. Any inaccuracy of the dimensions

of the ellipsoid will produce corresponding inaccuracies in the dis-

tance and azimuths between the points. Certainly maps will be required

for thib purpose in the future in connection with guided missiles.

4. DLV 10P4ET TO DATR

4.1 Foreign Nations.

Great Britain, the principal foreign nation engaging in extensive

research and development of airborne electronics for survey purposes,

has materially contributed to the eventual solution of the problem. An

in the United States, devices were developed for strategic bombing

ad precise navigstion, but the bombing accuracy teuts of G-w and

Oboe in Septmber 109 were so encouragi that the Dirotor of Nil-

Itary ftfq ernioe th adaptatlow.sof Uses aids to swreryi puspo..e

"17-
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and operational requirement. With the urgency of war and the avail-

ability of funds, materials, and officers of suitable background, the

problem was attacked with enthusiasm. The research was mostly directed

toward the ultimate aim of obtaining photo control, and a number of

areas were photographed experimentally where the resulting maps could

be subsequently compared with existing maps based on ground surveys.

These experiments with improved and modified techniques continued until

the end of the war when the economic difficulties of Great Britain

curtailed further tests and development. The conclusions arrived at

are ably stated in a series of Air Survey research papers, issued by

the Director of Military Survey, War Office. The Directorate of

Colonial Surveys has obtained electronically controlled aerial photo-

graphy for mapping in the African colonies.

Recent information indicates that the British have recently de-

veloped a new model of G-H specifically for use in survey work. Another

leading British development is Decoca, which was developed by a oom-

mercial company as a precise navigation system but which may also be

used in bydrographic surveys. Decca is now being used in England,

Sveden, Demark and Greenland to control hydrographic surveys. Decca

is sold commeroially, the latest quoted price being $100,000 for one

complete' unit delivered in New York City.

Other Weste~n Europeen countries are now eoonomloally unable to

W n 3a evslopmet that does not ofter Imdiate results and
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fulfill immediate needs. What, if ay, research is being done with

the Soviet Union is not known.

4.2 Develonuent in the United States,

Research and development of airborne electronics for mapping

purposes in the United States have been mostly, if not entirely, de-

voted to the use of Shoran. Investigations have been made with orig-

inal and modified versions of bombing equipment and not with equip-

ment specifically designed for mapping and geodetic work. It vas the

logical follow-up of the British experiments with G-H. On the recoin-

mendation of the Corps of Engineers, field tests of Shoran conducted

by the Air Forces were divided into three phases, as follows:

PHASE I - Test of Shoran for photo control and the use of Shoran

to direct a photographic plane on a straight line. The results of

these tests are available in the Engineer Board report 987 "Second

Interin Report, Application of Shoran to Mapping, 29 August 1946."

These tests which are still in progress indicated that Shoran con-

trolled photography, even using the presently available modified bomb-

ing equipment, could be used to compile maps very closely approaching

peacetime horizontal accuracy requirements for 1:50,000 scale maps.

The report reoomends that the Shoran system be adopted Immediately

for use in mapping ares vhere accurate geodetic control is unmiil-

able or where the tim required for establishing geodetic oontrol to

ina Increased accuracy is uwamuate.
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PHASE II - Test designed to determine the possibilities of Shoran

for measuring geodetic distances. In this test six distanqes were

measured between points whose positions had been established by con-

ventional triangulation methods. The results of this test were very

promising and are reported in detail in a report from 311th Recon-

naissance Wing, Interim Report "Report on Phase II, Denver Area Shoran

Project" dates 20 September 1946.

PHASE III - Test to utilize Shoran for connections between Cuba,

some of the Babama Islands, and the United States. This phase, the

most ambitious of the three tests, afforded a comparison of Shoran

measured distances with some distances determined by Coast and Geodetic

Survey first-order triangulation, with some determined by Navy second-

order triangulation in Cuba, and with a distance between Florida and

Walker Cay, Bahamas, determined by flare triangulation. The results

of Phase III are contained in the Air Proving Ground Command report

"Tactical Test of Shoran Control for Mapping and Charting" dated 15

October 1947.

As a result of the above field test a number of research and

development projects were undertaken by the Air Materiel Ccmmand at

Wright Field (now Wright-Patterson Air Force Base), Deaton, Ohio.

The projects include studies of maximum range and optimum frequenoy, the

mployment of airborne Shoran for extension of raus, the development

of an automatic device for precise navigation, and tvo important

associated projeots, the developuent of a stabilised aerial omsis

.,go-
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mount, and a precise radio altimeter.

In addition to the above Air Force projects, the Navy, in con-

neotion with its broad basic research program, has contracts with

numerous universities for the study of propagation velocities and

associated problems. The Corps of Engineers is continuing with

their investigations of the utilization of Shoran for mapping.

5. Ri FO ro ii M UCH=pttn

The potentialities of Shoran in geodetic surveying can be de-

veloped only by a concerted research and development attack along

these three lines:

(1) A redesign of Shoran equipment embodying greater accuracy.

The target should be an equipment capable of measuring distances with

an instrumental or electronic error no larger than five feet. (Present

equipment was designed for positioning bombing aircraft over targets

and not for geodetic accuracy. Competent electronic engineers are

confident that a timing accuracy of ten feet or better can be achieved).

(2) A more accurate determination of the velocity of radio waves

in a vacuum. The accepted value is probably correct to one part in

50,0000, but recently developed engineering techniques, partioularly in

the measurment of extremely mall time intervals, should make possible

a A• m* awrl determiuation.

(A) oAy U dtondntemt the effeot of all sOrt Of &ftMOphrlo

ffi~ o 0w ow itome an the W~weptioe PO-wh v9U V , tY of MAW eM8e
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The remarkable results obtained with Shoran in the Phase II tests

in Colorado, led many lamen and professional surveyors to believe

that Shoran was already an instrument capable of first-order geodetic

work. This optimism was completely dispelled by the results of Phase

III. Though the tests showed that operational use of electronic survey

equipment is completely feasible, the accuracy obtained proved that

further development would be required to produce a first-order instru-

ment. In this test the Shoran-measured distances in Florida were

consistently short when compared with the Coast and Geodetic Survey

triangulation and those in Cuba were consistently long when compared

with the Navy triangulation. Shoran emerged from this test as a poor

second-order instrument, with a demonstrated accuracy bf less than

1:20,000. Since all the data were carefully examined by a number of

qualified geodesists and electronics experts this figure probably

represents the best that can be expected from the present equipment.

Tests and investigations to date indicate that Shoran is sufficiently

accurate for obtaining air photo control for mapping and charting

and for navigation of the planes required in such work and could be

immediately utilized for these purposes.

Shoran equipment suitable for geodetic surveyUg, however, re-

quires further development and refinement. The development of a

hi~tly aoourate inutrennt suitable for geodetic purpOses will also

result in aimroved aoouroay for air photo oontrol for uMppig and

gou

10
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5.1 Instrumentation.

There appears to be little hope of dealing with problems connected

with velocity and propagation refinements until such time as an instru-

ment eliminating or greatly reducing timing errors can be built. The

greater part of the errors in the Phase III tests may be attributed

to the instruments and, in particular, to the timing and frequency

calibration errors.

A modified Shoran instrument designed to reduce some of these

errors is now being produced but a completely satisfactory solution

must await a basic redesign of the instrument.

5.2 Velocity and Path of Propagation.

Other-factors which contribute to the errors in distances mea-

sured by electronic devices are the uncertainty in the true velocity

of propagation in vacuum and the effects of the meteorological condi-

tions alonthe path of propagation. The velocity of light in a vacuum

is generally accepted to be accurate within about 1:50,000. One au-

thority, 1 however, states that the "dubiety" regarding the velocity

of light may be 1:30,000 which may account for some of the Phase III

Shoran errors. The corrections to be applied for the meteorological

conditions have been the subject of considerable study and research for

many years and are known with some degree of precision. B.ti-, since

Do••ye. Trasactionm of t)e American Philosophical SBocqty,

, 0x1&U- 02*A ThI f O
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very minute quantities are involved, this field probably has many un-

explored possibilities. It can be taken for granted that velocity is

the one factor which will ultimately determine the practical limit of

electronic survey accuracy, but there is no present indication that

this limit is less than the requirements for first-order work.

A continuous program of investigation in those fields is needed,

with the aim of gradually improving the basic velocity and velocity-

correction formulas. No immediate results can be expected but, con-

sidering the importance of the subject, a considerable effort along

this line seems justified and even necessary before electronic rang-

ing can be used with confidence for geodetic control.

Another approach to the solution of this problem is to obtain a

specially designed instrument incorporating a more accurate timing

device and then to establish a Shoran test range at some convenient

location in the United States. The length of this range Suld be

determined with high precision by ground survey methods. If this rasn

were measured with the preoise Shoran every day, under a variety of

atmospheric conditions and employing a variety of techniques and

instrumental modifications, the pattern of' errore and the allowances to

be made for them miubt be determineA.

.3 , J:ild ,Ai Office Tochlaus

iect*ronlo iahinguS amsu ths 3angtb of the side. of the

trlavgle Instead of Its sa'les and requirse now techniques in'the t1.W



and in the subsequent mathematical treatment of the observed data.

This is exceedingly important in the application of Shoran and has a

very definite relation to the accuracy of the final results. The Air

Force, Coast and Geodetic Survey, and the Corps of Engineers are

attacking this problem. The Engineer Research and Development Lab-

oratories are currently preparing a manual covering the field and

office techniques for utilizing Shoran controlled photography for

topographic mapping.

What is needed is a careful ,investigation and evaluation of all

possible field techniques, and of =mputation adjustment and methods

by qualified geodesists and mathematicians. The purpose of such an

investigation would be to designate procedures that would provide the

greatest economy of field operations with the greatest accuracy of

the end product.

6. CONcLusION

Although further development and investigation of airborne elec-

tironic survey instruments is required to produce an instrument suit-

able for the many geodetic applications, this should in no way pre-

vent the Immediate operational use of such equipment as is now avail-

able for controlling aerial photography for mapping and charting. It

is believed that Shoran, in its present stage of developmoert can be

utilized to control aerial photography and should be put to.opera-

tional use in the current mapping programs. Foreiga azea to which



we now have access may be inaccessible a few years hence. Opera-

tional use of such equipment will, in addition, be a very desirable

aid to the research worker in development of more suitable equipment

for geodetic, applications. It is to be noted that the British have

already developed a survey model of G-H, whereas, this country has

no survey model of Shoran.

Research in electronic ranging and development of more accurate

equipment for geodetio measurements is required. Global surveying

and the correlation of world wide data is a prime requirement of a

guided missile program. With the world political situation as it is

today, and the speed of aircraft and military weapons as they will be

tomorrow, the need for such equipment is urgent. Development of

such equipment should be vigorously continued to a successful con-

clusion.

/
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